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Raising Talent in the Midst 
of the Great Resignation
Experts say intentionality can help commercial real estate firms 
navigate a dramatically changed workforce development landscape.
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THE OVERVIEW

Intentionality.

In that word lies the core of successful hiring practices in the 2020s. Despite 
a world-changing pandemic and a resultant “Great Resignation,” commer-
cial properties still must be managed, positions still need to be filled in order 
to deliver on that responsibility and tenants still need to be supported in their 
quest to return to their offices. 

All of that hinges on having well-trained talent on hand. But the workforce 
development landscape has changed dramatically and hiring today is a very 
different undertaking than it once was. For one, there aren’t enough candi-
dates to fill all of the open positions, putting jobseekers comfortably in the 
driver’s seat. And those candidates look and operate much differently than 
one might remember. A younger and more diverse population of talent is 
emerging, bringing with them expectations that severely challenge outdated 
perceptions. 

And with such an immediate need to fill open positions, long-term talent de-
velopment—one of those expectations—can be pushed to the back burner. 
All of these considerations point to a serious need to rework hiring strate-
gies. Expecting different results from old hiring methodologies is what one 
property professional calls an exercise in futility.

How severe is the talent shortage? There are some 11 million unfilled jobs 
in the United States alone, according to organizational consulting firm Korn 
Ferry, a situation caused by a fast economic expansion (threats of inflation 
aside), projects that were delayed during the pandemic and a growing skills 
mismatch, especially in highly technical fields. “The bad news is as digital 
innovation accelerates, this record-breaking talent gap will only widen,” it 
reports. 

That’s not the only bad news. According to the U.S. Department of Labor, in 
November of 2021 alone, the “quit rate rose to three percent, as 4.5 million 
people voluntarily left their jobs.” 
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Drilling down to the commercial real estate industry specifically, Bisnow says 
the labor shortage impacts as many as 70 percent of all commercial real es-
tate firms. They may be lowballing that figure. And for at least one property 
professional we interviewed, the shortage is especially severe in engineering 
and the more technical aspects of the profession. (He sees a connection 
between our traditional devaluation of what once were considered solid 
blue-collar opportunities and the current technical shortfall.) 

It would be misguided, however, to lay blame for the current shortage simply 
at the door of the pandemic. This is an issue that goes back much further 
than COVID-19, and the roots of the talent shortage predate 2020 by more 
than a decade. The experts we spoke with connect the dots between the 
two “Greats”: the Great Resignation and the Great Recession. 

“During the 2008 recession, we saw companies discover that they could 
do more with less,” says one property manager, pointing to what became 
the source of unprecedented levels of stress for workers. “The Great Res-
ignation was coming, and what COVID did was amplify stresses that were 
already pent-up,” especially as wages stayed stagnant amidst a landscape 
of financial uncertainty and inflation. 

Younger workers moved back home in droves, where rents were cheaper 
(if they were imposed at all), and older workers, already eyeing retirement, 
decided enough was enough. “With companies facing financial hardship,” 
says one contributor, “many baby boomers saw the writing on the wall and 
chose to retire before possibly being forced to ramp up their multitasking or 
being let go.” 

One source tells of a 30-year veteran who up and quit with little notice. “He 
contracted COVID and just decided he was done.” He took with him three 
decades of institutional knowledge, and, without a succession plan, while 
there was someone to fill that seat and get work done, “there wasn’t some-
one groomed to fully take over.”

That is not an uncommon tale, and virtually everyone we spoke with is 
scrambling to fill positions due both to attrition and expansion. “We’re 
launching new lines of business and plan to do a lot of staffing up,” says one 
C-suite executive who foresees hiring no fewer than 1,000 people through 
the year in various roles in different U.S. markets. 
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“A year ago, we risked losing 
candidates through ‘death by 
multiple interviews.’ Now we get 
all the right people to engage in 
a short window, moving quickly. 
It improves our probability that 
candidates stay interested.”
– Scott Jones, Jacobs
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So, it cannot be said that hiring is not taking place. “The Great Resignation” 
might be a catchy phrase, but it addresses only half the issue. It has also 
been called “The Great Reevaluation,” and that might be the more accurate 
characterization, encompassing both retirees and those reassessing their 
career path. For the record, LinkedIn calls it “The Great Reshuffle,” NPR’s 
Planet Money calls it “The Great Renegotiation” and Gallup dubs it “The 
Great Disconnect.” (See “The Cost of Disengagement” below for more.)

But with an increasingly young, increasingly diverse workforce bringing new 
expectations to the negotiation table, the rules of engagement are chang-
ing. This is especially true with the increased use of virtual and hybrid work 
policies and the flexibility they offer. One contributor explains that, more and 
more, workers are putting a premium on their time, and they want to “spend 
it with purpose.” And here is where intentionality starts to figure into the mix.

On the table are such wide-ranging issues as corporate culture, engage-
ment and community infrastructure. But the common denominator among 
property professionals is the condition of our buildings. 

The Cost of Disengagement

E ven with the help of your human resources depart-
ment, hiring can be a time-consuming and often 
frustrating second job, added to an already full plate 

of responsibilities. Onboarding a new hire also carries its 
own rewards and frustrations, with the emphasis on the 
latter if it turns out that the employee is not engaged.

Frustrations and expenses. As Gallup outlines in “‘The 
Great Resignation’ Is Really ‘The Great Disconnect’,” 
the lost productivity of a disengaged worker amounts 
to 18 percent of their annual salary. Putting dollars to 
that, if a firm has 10,000 workers earning an average 
of $50,000 annually, that disengagement will run an 
organization more than $60 million a year. Once a certain 
level of disengagement is reached, replacement may 
be the best option, but as we all know, that too comes 
with another cost, specifically one half to two times an 
existing salary. 

The odds that your firm is immune to the disease of 
disengagement are slim, by the way. Gallup research 
reveals a global engagement rate of a rather paltry 20 
percent, and a slightly-less-so 34 percent in the U.S. 
and Canada. 

So, how does a leader foster higher engagement? Pay 
scales and benefits packages do matter. They are just 
not the only measure. 

(By the way, if Company A wants to lure away an 
employee from Company B , but that employee currently 
has a leader who engages them, Company A should 
expect to add a 20 percent pay raise to win them over.) 

“Some very well-paid people are among the most 
disengaged,” says Gallup, “and disengaged white-collar 
workers are slightly more likely than others to be looking 
for a job.” What pay strategies can do is “reinforce 
engagement or erode it.”

So, if you think that salary alone will solve the disengage-
ment and talent issues in your firm, think again. 

“The pandemic changed the way people work and how 
they view work,” Gallup states. “Many are reflecting on 
what a quality job feels like, and nearly half are willing to 
quit to find one.

“Reversing the tide in an organization requires managers 
who care, who engage and who give workers a sense 
of purpose, inspiration and motivation to perform. Such 
managers give people reason to stay.”

And that, after all, is the intention.
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THE CASE OF THE COBBLER’S CHILDREN

“The workplace amenities that companies are offering have to exceed ex-
pectations in order to compete,” says one property manager. In a previous 
Deep Dive, we explored the importance of the building as a marketing tool 
for employers. In a world shaped by COVID-19, of course, nothing over-
shadows the health and safety of workers. But the amenities offered in the 
building also have been reevaluated and executed with a new and different 
intentionality.
 
Cool, ultramodern and interactive spaces were gaining ground well before 
COVID struck. As the pandemic wore on, other amenities began to take a 
more prominent spot on the wish list, such as a greater emphasis on out-
door and rooftop spaces, all in the name of connections. As one C-suite 
executive we spoke with previously shared, “The stickier we make our build-
ings, the more likely tenants are to return to the office.”
 
Even if the efforts of management to make the building stickier are broad-
cast to tenants and visitors, which they should be, the effect on everyone, 
prospective employees included, can be subliminal. You may not notice 
when a lobby is immaculate. You will notice when it is grimy and littered. 

“The office environment can affect our mood and productivity,” says one 
expert. “It can be subliminal for someone who isn’t in the industry. You can 
like it without understanding what the purpose behind it is.”  

“There’s such great energy that comes out of the physical form the office 
takes,” says another property professional residing in a recently upgraded 
work environment. “The minute candidates come in, they see the open de-
sign, they can envision a collaborative environment and they can see them-
selves being excited to work there on a day-to-day basis.” 

And what could be cooler than that? As more than one expert we spoke 
with stated, all other things, such as salary and benefits, being equal, a can-
didate will choose work in a cool building over one that is lacking.
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“We try to create spaces that 
make people want to come to 
work in our building.”
– Samantha Hoyle, Columbia 
Property Trust
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“Now more than ever before,” architecture and design firm Gensler co-CEO 
Andy Cohen recently wrote in Fortune, “prospective employees are evalu-
ating companies’ commitments to creating a more healthy, sustainable and 
equitable world. The physical office has an important role to play in reflecting 
and demonstrating a company’s purpose, culture and identity in a way that 
is unique and authentic to each organization.”

But a recent JLL report indicates that there are still miles to go to making 
the workplace the reason to accept a job. For instance, “Right now, only 17 
percent of workers have access to relaxation spaces, 19 percent to healthy 
food and 25 percent to outdoor areas,” says the firm. “For those that do, 
uptake of well-being amenities in the office is high, with 70 percent of work-
ers using them weekly.” 

The report calls the upgrade of spaces in the name of employee experience 
“the chance of a lifetime for employers to reconcile well-being with perfor-
mance.”
 
And the reference to employers means property management firms as well. 
Commercial real estate is finally realizing that the efforts they put into tenant 
needs also can work in their own spaces. Just like the fabled cobbler’s 
children who went barefoot, “Our third-party property management office 
would take the worst space in any building we had,” says one practitioner. 
“We would renovate a space and rent it out, then move to a lower-grade 
space, and we’d always tuck the engineering department somewhere un-
seen.” So much for walking the walk.

But a focus on amenities alone is no longer a forward-thinking concept, 
she says, and the trend is evolving just as fast as commercial real estate is 
racing to catch up. “It needs to change because people are getting burned 
out. They’re leaving because they realize they can do more. But they don’t 
have to do more with less.” 

Of course, how well property management firms do in all of the areas that 
pertain to hiring and workforce development varies by organization. One 
contributor gave the property management profession an overall grade of B, 
which implies both a growing awareness of the importance of developing a 
more robust talent pipeline and the fact that more needs to be done. 

More intentionality? Yes, please. 
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TURNING THE (NEGOTIATION) TABLES

That intentionality needs to be addressed by tenants and by property pro-
fessionals alike. Why? Jobseekers are interviewing their potential employers 
as much as they are interviewing at a potential employer. And they want 
answers. 

“Job candidates are more selective and expect something different from 
before,” Melissa Thompson, global head of Talent Acquisition for Ford Motor 
Co. told the Society for Human Resources Management (SHRM) recently. 
“That makes it essential for employers to develop a compelling employee 
value proposition that includes competitive compensation and meaningful 
benefits, especially career development opportunities and flexible work.”

“There’s no doubt that companies are on notice,” confirms one property 
manager, indicating that the days of simply expecting a worker to come in, 
do their job and go home are done. Replacing that dour scenario is a kinder, 
gentler give-and-take between leaders and those they lead. (Notice the use 
of the word “leader” rather than boss.”)

Defining that difference, she says, is an interest beyond the specifics of as-
signments and productivity, and that is a two-part conversation. First, “The 
manager needs to invest in developing that person’s career and mentoring 
them in new skills.” 

Competing on the basis of an immediate opening is no longer enough. In-
coming workers want to know what the future holds. Besides, succession 
planning is good for both the goose (the candidate) and the gander (the 
employer). And we saw earlier the consequences that a lack of succession 
planning brings when a long-time worker walks. 

Ideally, “Senior leaders need to begin identifying not just one but two or 
three people we can develop,” says one contributor, pointing to a process 
that can actually begin before a hire is made. Another source calls it “creat-
ing an employee who has an eye to the future.” 

Of course, with so many immediate positions open, one property manager 
speaks for others when he says frankly, “We don’t have hiring for succes-
sion figured out yet. The reality is that, if we have an immediate need, we 
struggle to find that perfect fit for the job at hand.”

“As an employer, we try to 
understand what the needs of the 
business will be over the long term 
and hire people now who’ll develop 
with us as we grow our lines of 
business.”
– Kristin Mueller, JLL
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But strides are being made in seeing the long view, including for one source 
who stated that her firm “puts a lot of effort into creating transition plans for 
new employees.” It entails a written playbook for the first three months of 
employment, listing company veterans who are good mentor options and 
what the overall experience should be like. 

All the while, management is assessing the long view and where those can-
didates might fit—or not fit—within a succession plan. For at least one ma-
jor player, “Certain skills can map out across the country or even across the 
globe.”

The second part of that new definition involves “connecting employees to 
the community and helping to give back,” she says.

The lack of policies surrounding corporate social responsibility (CSR) is a 
dealbreaker for roughly 65 percent of millennials searching for their next 
employer, says one study of this generational cohort. And Gen Z is even 
more committed. In fact, a report by one employee engagement software 
firm calls them the “first generation to prioritize purpose over money.” 

We should note here that there is some pushback over the issue of benefits 
taking a backseat to CSR. Certainly, all other considerations being equal, 
just as in the case of building conditions, social awareness will win the day. 
“I would say that it’s a meaningful part of what people are looking for,” says 
one inside observer, but not to the exclusion of a competitive compensation 
package or more flexibility in where and when they work.

That said, if today’s employees sense a lack of authenticity or consistency in 
corporate motives, they will call the employer out on it, often publicly—and 
quickly, it is assumed, due to the speed of social media. Corporate missteps 
of that sort are a fast track to losing talent, especially if they feel the organi-
zation is ignoring the things that matter to them.

All the talk about the interest in community involvement and social aware-
ness of millennials and Gen Zers might imply that this is something new. Not 
so, as more than one property professional made clear. 
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“We’ve always wanted to be better people and give back,” says one con-
tributor, recalling previous generations going so far as to wash zip-top bags 
for reuse in the name of sustainability. The difference is that “we didn’t go 
to our companies saying we have to do this or that.” In a word, social con-
sciousness has been elevated from personal to professional. 

No matter the generation, candidates are now coming to job prospects with 
such expectations. 

“I’ve heard of companies offering not only PTO (or personal time off), but 
also VTO (or volunteer time off),” says another source. This not only encour-
ages employees to “get out in the community and volunteer at organizations 
they’re passionate about,” but it also can provide a great team-building 
experience if facilitated by the organization. One contributor says her orga-
nization has engaged in community service initiatives for years, “cleaning up 
parks or providing facilities help to local grade schools.”

And that team need not be limited to your personnel, opening the door to 
building a more robust community. One source asks, “How can we better 
network like-minded people around their non-work passions?” 

One answer lies in your building roster: Tenant employees, she points out, 
have non-work passions as well. Exploring those connections allows all par-
ties in the building to appreciate what management does to build commu-
nity—both within and beyond its property line.

All of this calls for a course correction by leaders who might be content with 
keeping their beliefs and priorities personal. But the correction better come 
soon. “We want to compete for that new talent,” and a shift in employer 
attitudes in this area is essential, according to one expert.

But a company’s competitive stance might be severely hobbled if they don’t 
make diversity, equity and inclusion a priority, too.
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DEI AND ESG

Savvy employers have known for quite some time that a strong commit-
ment to diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) is a business imperative. And 
increasingly, says more than one industry expert, commercial real estate 
firms are “embracing the fact that they have to reflect the communities they 
do business in.” But companies must steer clear of falling into a pattern of 
lip service. “It’s more than just saying we’re open for business. It has to be 
more intentional than that.” And it has to go beyond “optics.” 

For DEI to be a true priority, it must extend beyond hiring; otherwise, com-
panies may find themselves more diverse, but less inclusive. “Once you 
establish a representative workforce, you have to partner with your em-
ployees and mentor them to help them pick up skills and take advantage of 
opportunities,” says one property professional. 

Neither can the “D” or the “I” come to full flower without the “E,” in such 
issues as pay parity. “We’re looking for equal pay as well as more diverse 
and inclusive representation in our company and on our boards,” says one 
contributor. “These all have to be a priority.”

Now for the bad news. Every five years, the CREW Network takes the pulse 
of salary scales in the commercial real estate industry. In 2020, it found 
“the fixed salary gap between genders was 10.2 percent and the commis-
sion and bonus gap was a staggering 55.9 percent.” That fixed salary gap 
means that women, on average, make 90 cents for every dollar that men 
earn. And that’s not all: “For women of color, the salary gap is wider. Black 
women make 85 cents, Asian women make 86 cents and Hispanic/Latinx 
women make 80 cents for every dollar that men earn.”

We have three years to go before the next full CREW benchmark study, but 
last year, the group surveyed more than 1,000 professionals on the effects 
of COVID on these findings. Thirty-seven percent of women in the business 
reported a flat compensation, close to the 39 percent who said their com-
pensation increased. For 23 percent, compensation actually decreased.

“There needs to be more mentorship opportunities in commercial real estate, 
and more clarity about career paths, especially for the younger generations. 
They want to know that the company cares about them and their growth.”
– Christine Alamed, Network Distribution
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In a sort of Gordian knot of change, the focus on DEI is tied directly into 
another issue of key focus for property professionals: environmental, social 
and governance (ESG) protocols. It is interesting to note that, too often, 
ESG considerations equate only to the “E,” and begin and end with environ-
mental concerns. Yes, says one contributor, the “E” does grab the spotlight, 
and in a way, it makes sense. “It’s the right thing to do,” she says, “but not at 
the expense of the social piece since it all has to tie together. For instance, 
reducing your carbon footprint ties back to creating an environment where 
people feel safe” and know their health and wellness are prioritized.

There is also a reciprocal tie-in. As one expert indicates, a greater focus on 
DEI will result in more sensitivity to all areas of ESG. “We need to be focused 
on all of the different aspects of DEI as well as ESG. They are absolutely 
linked, and I think as an industry we’re getting there.”

But not completely. Almost unbelievably, one property manager tells of a 
colleague who was looking to change positions and encountered a firm that 
didn’t know what an ESG program was. “Those are the folks who won’t get 
or retain top talent.” The odds are that there is also no internal drive there 
to prioritize DEI initiatives. Such firms should prepare for a rude awakening. 

In a previous Deep Dive, we explored the link between commercial build-
ings and the larger community, noting that access to job opportunities is a 
keystone of social equity. So, too, is a prioritization of infrastructure, both 
physical and human. As one property professional stated, “In central busi-
ness district locations, infrastructure is critical for connecting your property 
to the greater community, particularly because of the density constraints of 
an urban environment.”

Infrastructure, of course, has been an issue for decades and for many U.S. 
presidential administrations. In its latest iteration, as part of President Biden’s 
Build Back Better Plan, it also includes an ESG-friendly focus on green jobs 
and the training that will support those jobs going forward, something that 
BOMA International has long championed in the commercial real estate 
space. And as infrastructure funds flow into new job training and vocational 
programs, that also will expand the pool of applicants for commercial real 
estate jobs, especially those of a more technical nature.
 
But, at the end of the day, any workforce development initiatives will fail 
without buy-in, prioritization and intentional management by one very im-
portant group: Company leadership.
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WHAT YOUR CULTURE SAYS TO CANDIDATES

The aforementioned SHRM emphasizes the importance of intentional man-
agement: “Not only does engagement have the potential to significantly 
affect employee retention, productivity and loyalty, it is also a key link to 
customer satisfaction, company reputation and overall stakeholder value.”

Are you seeing more self-absorption or absenteeism in your workforce? Is 
there a negative attitude, a lack of teamwork or an undue focus on money? 
Then possibly—because this is not an exact science—your engagement 
strategy has fallen short. But soberingly, as SHRM points out, the evidence 
is out there that people do not leave companies. They leave managers. 

So, hearing people out and being open to change as part of your man-
agement style is extremely important in a company’s culture. It speaks to 
engagement and inclusion, and, as one contributor says, “It all starts at the 
top.” Transforming a culture is a slow process, of course, although the de-
cision to take the journey is just that: A decision, one underpinned by inten-
tionality. “Nothing about this is comfortable,” she says. “But that’s the point.”

How does a leadership team actively create a culture of engagement? Once 
again, we turn to SHRM: It is one thing to add flowery words to a corpo-
rate mission statement, but remember, this is an exercise in intentionality. 
Companies must ensure that business units implement their engagement 
action plans—which drops the responsibility directly into the lap of middle 
managers—and then monitor their progress, “adjusting strategies and plans 
as needed, and recognizing and celebrating progress and results.”

It is no new thought that increasing the DEI stance of your firm will open the 
windows to let the fresh air of new thought circulate. The immediate divi-
dends will be a wider talent pool from which to choose and greater engage-
ment by those hires. “It produces a trusting environment, and you can feel 
the team coming together with respect for each other,” says one property 
professional.
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“Management style is 
everything. It’s how you 
communicate with your 
team and your peers. 
It speaks volumes and 
drives people to stay 
or to leave. It can make 
you or break you as an 
organization.”
– Theotto Lillard IV, Zeller
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“I talk to a lot of entry-level employees,” adds another, “and if a company 
is open to exploring new ways of doing things, as opposed to just doing 
things as they’ve always been done, that’s reflected in the excitement of the 
employees.”

And employees talk, and they share. “It’s like recycling your dollar,” one 
expert states. “You invest in something, and that something will invest back 
into you.” The dividends are paid in reputation as more potential candidates 
awaken to the fact that, “This is a good company. Word of mouth can build 
you up or tear you down in a hurry.”

Word of mouth travels farther if the company puts their C-suite where their 
mission statement is, perhaps even by hiring a dedicated DEI guru with a 
direct line to the corner office. One property manager eyes with suspicion 
a corporate DEI committee, indicating that it implies that no one actually 
owns the responsibility. “Where in the organization chart does DEI reside?” 
she asks. If it’s not present at the top first and foremost, is it truly a priority?

The Harvard Business Review agrees, suggesting many organizations also 
could benefit from a chief diversity officer. And if that person has “little to no 
interaction with the CEO, then stop your search now. The CDO should re-
port directly to the CEO or to the head of HR with a dotted line to the CEO.” 
Meaningful change will come only if DEI champions have a seat at the senior 
leadership table. 
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FILLING THE VOID

We have discussed the futility of hiring for open positions via the same old 
methodologies, especially given the plethora of tactics that can help spread 
the word of property management opportunities and provide new and bet-
ter results. Happily, property managers are exploring those options. 

There are hurdles, however. On one hand, commercial real estate in the U.S. 
is a trillion-dollar industry, and creating that value is largely the province of 
property management, a lucrative, challenging and stable career path. But 
most outsiders barely even know it exists. 

Work is being done at both the local and national level to spread the word 
and raise awareness. For instance, BOMA International has partnered with 
nearly 30 other real estate associations in the creation of Careers Building 
Communities, an initiative geared toward promoting industry career paths. 
And the association also currently is working with the U.S. Department of 
Labor to establish a first-of-its-kind commercial real estate industry appren-
ticeship program.

At the local level, initiatives such as the highly successful Commercial Real 
Estate Alliance for Tomorrow’s Employees (CREATE) program, supported 
by BOMA/San Francisco and BOMA/Oakland-East Bay, are getting the 
word out to college students.

Reaching out to colleges and universities can be a fruitful exercise. “But 
when we look at the real estate programs feeding into our industry, they’re 
typically in high-cost universities with high barriers to entry,” says one prop-
erty manager. And that artificially shrinks the pool of future candidates.
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Experts say more companies are finding new avenues of recruitment in 
trade schools (addressing that critical shortage in technical skills); commu-
nity colleges; historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs); and orga-
nizations that focus on the LGBTQ community and other underrepresented 
groups. And, of course, there is the power of social media, including the 
value of employees themselves posting about their accomplishments and 
career development.

There are clearly many benefits to widening a company’s talent outreach 
net. Many of them come from the boost it can give to a company’s visibility. 
Remember the word-of-mouth power found in like-minded communities. 

In a past Deep Dive, we discussed the power of good, old-fashioned net-
working, an effort leaders and their teams can both share by increasing 
their presence at industry events. “We put a premium on networking,” says 
one source, who sweetens the pot for those employees who recruit via that 
networking. “We’ll ask individuals in the company for referrals, and if they’re 
successful, we’ll give the referring individual a $3,000 bonus. That generates 
a lot of traction.”

Hiring and retention have never been easy. The Great Resignation—or what-
ever name you chose to describe the latest workforce trend—only increased 
their level of difficulty. Outreach and mentorship, a view to the long term and 
a renewed focus on the needs of candidates and new hires all mark the 
talent development protocols of a modern company. 

Finding candidates and keeping them via outdated methodologies will no 
longer cut it. But pursuing and cultivating them with a new sense of purpose 
will. And that can lead to the next big trend: the Great Retention.
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